THE RELIGIOUS SPIRIT IN THE CHURCH
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, USA
GOD I AM SAYS:
You expected a warm welcome, and it was given until you gave them My will in a
church report. You will have to truly see why there would be rejection. There is a major
“tester” column given in this church way, but there will not ever be a full pushing if a
major root demon is not dealt with.
Here is a full disclosure of what will block them. Even though they get a great deal of
wonderful messages from others, they will not have a way to ignore what you gave
them at My leading. Here is where a leader must be willing to hear the good ways of
comfort, exaltation, and encouragement, but they also must give way to hearing
judgment and correction, instruction, and warnings.
They will not be able to move forward into the fullness of their destiny until their hope
to fill their way is yielded, and they start to deal with a demon that takes a leading way
in different parts of the church service.
I will give you insight, to let you see that demons can lead various seasons in church
ways, even where the Spirit of God is moving. Think of the Christian: A Christian can
also have demons. A demon may enter and dwell in various places in the body. Some
feel demons in their body’s head, shoulders, arms, legs, stomach, and back. Some feel
a heavy fluttering within as if something moves around, but they do not know how to
open the door and let it leave in their way of choosing.
These demons in a human body will take other places that may be less noticeable, so
they would not be moving in noticeable actions. The Great Holy Spirit will take His
residence in a person’s spirit. There would be separation, yet the plan will be clearly
interrupted, with demons moving to hinder what the head is longing to move in.
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Separate compartments will fester germs and other spiritual waste to bring stunted
growth. Some churches will only grow to a certain size, and then they will start to
shrink off. Some will tarry in hopes of getting a deeper flow, yet they will hold on with
their fleshly movings. Walk in the plan that the Great King will give in each detail.
You say you hear Him, Church? But what of the unrepentant sinful way? The religious
spirit is heavy in churches. These people move in this way. With religion, there will be
ways this demon will take over to make the people think they will have to continually
find out ways to see that they will never be fully made whole and with a new created
way in the Great King.
Religious spirits truly will make churches have a structured way of rules that would be
covered with charismatic flow. Having worship, with religious spirits in the back side,
will taint it and make it have a way to give a false meeting with the Great King layered
with false spiritual engagement.
Spiritual engagement can be faked but not with the Spirit of God giving insight. With a
church being heavily influenced by any religious spirit, there will be a longing to have a
platform that would point out everyone’s filth and say it is so that that person will come
and drink full healing. Religion is not freeing—with others who wait in religious
movings.
True freedom is to drink freely in power from God’s Spirit as He pours out ways to get
closer and engage with clean hands and pure hearts. True spiritual engagement
requires humble yielding, to take in whatever the One True God wills, in any detail.
How can the religious spirit be dealt with? There must be a full yielding of the leaders,
and there must be a full cleansing of the building, staff, and others given positions with
spheres of influence in different details.
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“Look at how we do things. This is the way if you want to meet the Way.” Look at the
selfish statement. Any church way that would think they only would be able to have a
look at how God says things will surely need an overview within to tell where it has
truly gone off course.
The pastor may hear something in the Spirit, yet that will not mean that he or she
would be the only one.
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